
Q1. How can I apply for HESCO ALM position? 

Answer: You can apply for HESCO ALM position online by visiting the SUTC job portal at 

https://sutc.usindh.edu.pk/hesco , 

Q2. Where can I deposit fee for HESCO ALM position?  

Answer: Fee for the post of Hyderabad Electric Supply Company (HESCO) ALM must be deposited in any 

of the branches of Habib Bank Limited (HBL) CMD account of University of Sindh written on prescribed 

Bank Challan which may be downloaded from https://sutc.usindh.edu.pk/hesco/ .  

Q3. Is deposit fee refundable? 

Answer: No, Deposit fee is neither refundable nor transferable. 

Q4. How the registration process works for HESCO ALM position? 

Answer: The following 6 steps describe the registration process. 

✓ The applicant needs to create an online account on https://sutc.usindh.edu.pk/hesco/   

✓ Applicant is required to completely fill the registration form online by providing personal and 

educational information along with required documents such as CNIC (front and back-side), 

domicile and PRC.  

✓ After completing the registration form, candidate can apply for the job by selecting Assistant 

Lineman (ALM) job option given on “apply for the jobs” page. 

✓ In order to apply for ALM job, candidate has to provide the physical parameters, candidate is also 

required to opt a choice from given options of “Govt Employee” and “HESCO Employee children 

quota (ECQ)”.  

✓ At the end, the system will generate an online fee challan which needs to be paid in any branch 

of Habib Bank Ltd (HBL) within given time frame mentioned on challan form and after, paying the 

fees challan it also needs to be uploaded with the online registration form.  

✓ Finally, the candidate can review the registration form for the final look and can submit it after 

verification. 

Q5. Which documents are required to upload for applying HESCO ALM position?  

Answer: During the online registering process, following documents are required. 

✓ CNIC both sides 

✓ Domicile 

✓ PRC 

✓ Matriculation Marksheet (SSC)  

✓ Pass (Pacca) certificate. 

Q6. If applicant is a government employee, then What documents are required to upload?  

Answer: If the applicant is a government employee, then the letter of employment, which must show the 

date of joining, is required to upload. 
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Q7. If applicant is applying for HESCO employee children quota (ECQ), What documents are required to 

upload?  

Answer: If the applicant is applying for HESCO employee children quota (ECQ), then the 

Affidavit/Undertaking Specimen for Category D, E, F signed by concerned XEN/SE is required to upload.   

Q8. The eportal don’t upload the personal image / documents?  

Answer: Please upload passport size image with white background which has image size less than 100KB. 

However, the documents image size must be clear and size less than 300KM.  

Q9. What is closing date for applying the job? 

Answer: The online application process shall be closed after 11.59 PM on 30-April-2022. After the closing 

date, the new applications shall not be entertained. 

Q10. When or How would I be informed about the list of eligible or no eligible candidates OR about the 

test dates (screening or physical tests) OR about the results of the tests? 

Answer: The applicant is requested to visit his eportal account for the information at 

https://sutc.usindh.edu.pk/hesco  and candidate is also advised to frequently check his email inbox. 

Q11. In which cities the test centers are established? 

Answer: The examination centers and dates for the written test shall be announced after the closing date 

of the application process. However, the centers for conducting physical test shall be established in Main-

Campus (Allam I.I.Kazi Campus) University of Sindh Jamshoro. 

 

 

For more information 

You can get information by calling the following phone number of the Sindh University Testing Center 

(SUTC) University of Sindh Jamshoro or contact by email: 

Phone Numbers: +92-22-9213252 

Email: info.sutc@uisndh.edu.pk  

The link is: https://sutc.usindh.edu.pk   

 

Director  

Sindh University Testing Center, University of Sindh Jamshoro 
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